
Past Future Continuous

Name: Date: __/__/20__

_________________________________ a bowling ball with her into outer
space?
1.

(why/the girl/carry/?)
Why would the girl be carrying

He _______________________ the game.2. (not/play)would not be playing

He _________________ there with his mouth open.3. (stand)'d be standing

But I guessed he _______________________ me for my company on the
trail, so I came another way, and passed on ahead.
4.

(not/thank)
wouldn't be thanking

______________________ with Rosa, or perhaps standing about with
Marianna?
5.

(he/sit/?)
Would he be sitting

__________________________ to him about, if I wasn't reading the riot
act to him?
6.

(what/I/talk/?)
What would I be talking

___________________________, by the morrow's night, upon a
subjugated England, a reenslaved Holland-upon the downfall of civil and
religious liberty?

7.

(she/not/look/?)

Would she not be looking

By turning him loose, full up with what I told him-well the move is justified
by results, or you and I _______________________ together up here
comfortably at this moment.

8.

(not/talk)
would not be talking

If the colonies way out here had enough lawyers to spare, I certainly
_______________________ my head into this.
9.

(not/stick)wouldn't be sticking

I wonder if I _________________ if I said that to him.10. (lie)would be lying

So they ___________________ to meet us.11. (wait)would be waiting

It ________________________ her fairly, for she is a remarkably
sensible girl, and has behaved excellently in rather difficult circumstances.
12.

(not/treat)

would not be treating

If she were a boy she __________________ on that sack of hay tied to
the "hounds" for a seat.
13.

(ride)
would be riding
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They _________________ home down to the West and over the other
pass.
14.

(go)
would be going

Though, perhaps if she had got fixed up with a new friend, some flash
young fellow with pots of money, she _______________________ old faces
around?

15.

(not/want)
would not be wanting

Of course she ____________________ of her own children, and what
would be best for them.
16.

(think)
would be thinking

Girls _______________________ to dance with an old married man like
me.
17.

(not/fight)
wouldn't be fighting

I presume that there are just and sufficient reasons for you to go or you
_____________________.
18.

(not/go)would not be going

All the men ___________________ in love with you; and that's bad
enough as it is after working hours; it would be the ruin of discipline.
19.

(fall)
would be falling

_____________________ too much to see her apartments?20. (it/ask/?)Would it be asking
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